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Automatic Design of Deterministic and Non-Halting
Membrane Systems by Tuning Syntactical Ingredients
Gexiang Zhang , Member, IEEE, Haina Rong, Zhu Ou, Mario J. Pérez-Jiménez, and Marian Gheorghe
Abstract—To solve the programmability issue of membrane
computing models, the automatic design of membrane systems is
a newly initiated and promising research direction. In this paper,
we propose an automatic design method, Permutation Penalty
Genetic Algorithm (PPGA), for a deterministic and non-halting
membrane system by tuning membrane structures, initial objects
and evolution rules. The main ideas of PPGA are the introduction
of the permutation encoding technique for a membrane system,
a penalty function evaluation approach for a candidate mem-
brane system and a genetic algorithm for evolving a population
of membrane systems toward a successful one fulfilling a given
computational task. Experimental results show that PPGA can
successfully accomplish the automatic design of a cell-like mem-
brane system for computing the square of ( is a natural
number) and can find the minimal membrane systems with re-
spect to their membrane structures, alphabet, initial objects, and
evolution rules for fulfilling the given task. We also provide the
guidelines on how to set the parameters of PPGA.
Index Terms—Automatic design, cell-like membrane systems,
genetic algorithm, membrane computing, penalty function evalu-
ation approach, permutation encoding technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
M EMBRANE computing, initiated by Păun in 1998[1], aims to investigate the models, called membrane
systems or P systems, abstracted from the structure and the
functioning of the living cell as well as from the cooperation
of cells in tissues, organs, and other populations of cells. Since
it was reported in 2003 by Thompson Institute for Scientific
Information, ISI, that the seminal paper was a fast breaking
one and this area was an emerging research front in computer
science, membrane computing has become a branch of natural
computing and has developed very fast into a vigorous scien-
tific discipline [2].
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The P systems in the literature can be structurally grouped
into two types: cell-like and tissue-like P systems. The former
contains one membrane cell with three main ingredients: a hi-
erarchical membrane structure represented by a tree, multisets
of objects and evolution rules. The latter, such as tissue, neural,
and numerical P systems [2], [3], has a general graph membrane
structure. Various variants of P systems can provide an expo-
nential space for solving NP-hard problems in a linear time [4]
and have a wide range of applications, such as the construction
of optimization approaches [5], arithmetic operations [6] and
controller design for mobile robots [7]. Until now, a P system
for fulfilling a specific task, especially for solving an NP-hard,
NP-complete or PSPACE problem or for controlling robots, is
carefully designed by experts and cannot be automatically ob-
tained by using programs, which extremely limits the applica-
tion of P systems. How to automatically design a P system by
using programs, namely, the programmability of a P system, is
a new and ongoing research direction in the area of membrane
computing.
The automatic design of a P system is a very complicated
and challenging task. Now, a feasible way is to use evolu-
tionary algorithms to evolve a population of P systems toward
a successful one. This work started with the selection of an
appropriate subset from a redundant set of evolution rules to
design a cell-like P system, where a membrane structure and
initial objects were pre-defined and fixed in the process of
design [8]–[12]. In [8], a genetic algorithm (GA) was used
to design the P system for calculating . In this design, no
encoding technique, such as binary and numeric, was used to
represent a P system. The one-point crossover was performed
on two evolution rule sets, that is, partial rules of the two
evolution rule sets were exchanged. The uniform mutation
was applied to change a random object in a randomly chosen
evolution rule. In [9], a binary encoding technique was intro-
duced to represent an evolution rule set of a P system and a
quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QIEA) was applied
to evolve a population of P systems. This method successfully
solved the design of P systems for computing and (
is a natural number). In [10], an evaluation method considering
non-determinism and halting penalty factors and a GA with a
binary encoding technique was presented to design P systems
for , and the generation of the language ( ). In
[8]–[10], a specific redundant evolution rule set was designed
for a specific computational task. This case was developed in
[11], [12] by using one pre-defined redundant evolution rule
set to design multiple different P systems, each of which per-
forms a computation task. In [11], an automatic design method
of a cell-like P system framework for performing five basic
arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and power) was discussed. In [12], a common redun-
dant set of evolution rules was applied to design successful
P systems for fulfilling eight computational tasks: ,
, , , ,
, and , ( or
2). A significant step in this direction is the study in [13] that
a cell-like halting P system for was designed by tuning
membrane structures, initial objects, and evolution rules. In this
method, a GA with a binary encoding technique was introduced
to codify the membrane structure, initial objects, and evolution
rules of a P system.
To advance the automatic design of a P system, this paper
proposes an automatic design method, Permutation Penalty Ge-
netic Algorithm (PPGA), for a deterministic and non-halting P
system by tuning membrane structures, initial objects and evo-
lution rules. We discuss the parameter setting of PPGA and con-
duct extensive experiments to verify the PPGA feasibility and
effectiveness. The original work in this study is summarized as
follows:
1) An automatic design method for a deterministic and non-
halting membrane system by tuning membrane structures,
initial objects, and evolution rules is presented for the first
time.
2) In PPGA, the permutation encoding technique for repre-
senting a cell-like P system is introduced. This technique
can overcome the drawback of the binary encoding method
in [13] that a certain number of copies of the empty set
are inserted into the binary strings of a membrane struc-
ture, initial object set and evolution rule set, which results
in the use of the objects in by unequal probabilities and
the production of many infeasible P systems in the process
of crossover and mutation.
3) A penalty function evaluation approach of a candidate P
system is discussed by considering the feasibility of a P
system due to its membrane structure and dissolution rules,
the redundancy of objects and evolution rules, non-deter-
minism, and halting feature.
4) The first attempt to consider the rewriting-communication
rule in the automatic design methods is made.
5) How to design the minimal P system with respect to its
membrane structure, alphabet, initial objects, and evolu-
tion rules is discussed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the problem to solve. Section III presents the de-
sign method PPGA. Experiments and results are provided in
Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
This study considers the automatic design of a P system for
successfully generating the set of natural numbers,
where is a natural number greater than or equal to 1. The
system must have the following characteristics:
1) The system is a cell-like P system with a hierarchical mem-
brane structure and can be formally represented as
where
a) is the (finite and non-empty) alphabet of objects.
From the perspective of P systems, the alphabet is
usually fixed by the user and the objects in usu-
ally have implicit meanings, for instance, they may be
thought as proteins, predators, or clauses, according
to the purpose of the P system.
b) is the output alphabet, namely, the set of
output objects.
c) is a hierarchical membrane structure with
membranes labeled by the elements of a given set ,
, and the skin membrane is
labeled as 0. The hierarchical membrane structure can
also be depicted through a rooted tree.
d) is the vector of initial multisets
over associated with the regions
delimited by the membranes of , namely,
.
e) is the set of finite sets of
evolution rules associated with the regions
of the membrane structure , namely,
. Three types of evolution
rules, rewriting, dissolution and rewriting-commu-
nication rules, are considered in this study, that is,
( ) has rules of one of the
following forms:
i) rewriting rule: ;
ii) dissolution rule: ;
iii) rewriting-communication rule: ;
where ; ; ; where denotes
the set of all strings over . The left hand side of these
rules is and the right hand side of them is or .
The length of is called the radius of each rule. Our
design considers the case that the radius of the three
rules equals 1. The rewriting rule rewrites
by . The dissolution rule dissolves the
compartment and its content is transferred to the
surrounding membrane after all the other rules have
been applied and is replaced by . The rewriting-
communication rule rewrites by
inside the compartment and, in the same time, sends
outside the compartment.
f) is the output membrane of . In this study, ,
namely, the output results will be collected inside the
skin membrane.
2) The system is non-cooperative, that is, the length of the
object in the left hand side of an evolution rule is one.
3) The system is deterministic and non-halting. Thus, non-de-
terministic membrane systems will not be removed in this
design and the target P systems will stop if no termination
condition is predefined.
The aim of the design is to obtain a successful P system with
the above features through tuning the syntactical ingredients
and .
A concise description on the P system for fulfilling a compu-
tational task is as follows. The multisets associated to regions
form a configuration of the P system. The computation begins
by treating the initial multisets, , , and then
Fig. 1. An example for a cell-like P system membrane structure and its asso-
ciated tree.
the system will go from one configuration to a new one by ap-
plying the evolution rules associated to regions in a determin-
istic and maximally parallel way, namely, all the objects that
may be transformed or communicated must be dealt with. The
system will halt when no more rules are available to be applied.
A computation is a sequence of configurations obtained as it
is described above, starting with the initial configuration and
ending with the configuration when the system halts. The result
of a computation, a multiset of objects, is obtained in the output
region, . For more details about P systems description see [2].
III. DESIGN METHOD
To design a P system with the prescribed requirements, it is
necessary to consider the following three points: representation
of a P system, evaluation of a candidate P system, and evolu-
tion of a family of P systems toward the expected result. In this
section, we propose a P system permutation encoding represen-
tation, a penalty function evaluation of a candidate P system,
and a genetic algorithm for the P system evolution toward the
expected result. In what follows, we first present the three tech-
niques and then we summarize the design method to provide an
algorithmic elaboration.
A. Representation of P Systems
In this study, we use the permutation encoding technique [14]
to codify a P system. The representation of a P system consists
of the encoding approaches for the alphabet , its membrane
structure , the initial multiset vector , evolution rules set
and an individual chromosome corresponding to a candidate P
system. In what follows, we describe these approaches one by
one.
1) Encoding of : Suppose that there are objects (let-
ters), we use strictly positive integers to represent the ob-
jects and 0 to denote the empty set . Thus, is encoded as an
ordered string of numbers, namely, . For instance,
if , its codes are “0123.”
2) Encoding of : The hierarchical membrane structure of a
cell-like P system can also be denoted as a rooted tree. Thus, we
can use the label of the parent (the neighboring outer membrane,
like the parent of a node in a tree) of each membrane to form
an ordered string to represent a P system structure. It is worth
noting that the skin membrane is not considered in the string
because it is the outermost membrane in the structure. Thus,
the hierarchical membrane structure of the P system with
membranes is represented with a string with numbers.
For example, the structure in Fig. 1 can be represented as the
codes “0001136.”
3) Encoding of : Each element , , of
the vector are strings over . The encoding approach of
is designed according to the encoding technique of . Suppose
that the largest number of objects in is , so needs
codes, each of which may be , or . The codes
of can be obtained by concatenating the string of ,
, and a separator symbol is used to delimit
the codes of and , . Thus, the total
number of codes for is
(1)
For example, is the initial multiset vector of
a P system. , , . Thus,
and the string for encoding is “071172233.”
4) Encoding of : The left hand side and the right hand
side of the rule (rewriting, dissolution or rewriting-communi-
cation rule) are elements of and , respectively. On the basis
of the representation of , we can encode the set . Suppose
that the number of rules in is , , and
the largest numbers of objects in the left hand side and in the
right hand side of a rule are and , respectively. Thus, we
use codes, each of which may be , or , codes,
each of which may be , or , and additional one code
to describe its rule type (here we use , and
denote a rewriting, dissolution, and rewriting-communication
rules, respectively) to encode a rule. Thus, the code length
for the rule is , namely, . The
codes of can be gained by concatenating the string of each
rule and by using a separator symbol between and
, . So the total code length of the
set is
(2)
It is worth noting that the dissolution rule is a structural rule,
which is applied at most one at each step of a P system evolu-
tion, and rewriting and rewriting-communication rules can be
normally applied in a maximally parallel mode.
For instance, we encode the set ,
where ,
and , as the code string
“11124233481334221681235.”
5) Encoding of a P System: In this study, we design a P
system through tuning membrane structure, initial objects and
evolution rules, thus, the codes for the P system can be attained
by sequentially concatenating the codes of , and , and a
separator symbol to enable the separation of the codes
of , and . We illustrate the encoding of a P system with
the following example. Consider the following P system:
where
1) ;
2) ;
3) ;
4) , , , , ;
Fig. 2. The initial configuration of (with rules included).
5) , ,
, , ;
6) .
The initial configuration of the P system is illustrated in
Fig. 2. If , ,
, , and ,
( , 1, 2, 3), the P system is encoded as the string
“01190323921243124831358222683326.”
B. Evaluation of P Systems
How to evaluate a candidate P system is a crucial step in the
automatic design of membrane systems by using evolutionary
algorithms. This step has a direct effect on the characteristics
of the P systems obtained and the performance of the design
algorithm. In the evaluation, we consider the following seven
aspects:
1) The difference between the actual number(s) and the ex-
pected number(s) of output objects. The former refers to
the simulated result that is returned from the specialized P
system simulation software, P-Lingua [15], [16], through
inputting a candidate P system into the software. The latter
is designated by the designer according to the computa-
tional task or the problem to solve.
2) The feasibility of a P system due to its membrane struc-
ture . In the design, some infeasible membrane structures
may be generated by the evolutionary operations such as
crossover or mutation in a genetic algorithm. The infea-
sible membrane structure refers to the one that does not sat-
isfy the syntactical requirement of the P system described
in Section II.
3) The redundancy of objects in the initial multiset vector
. In this design, some objects exist in the initial multiset
vector , but they will not be used through the computa-
tion of the P system. We call them redundant objects. This
redundancy results from the randomness of the generation
of the population of initial P systems in an evolutionary
algorithm.
4) The non-determinism of a P system resulting from non-
deterministic membrane systems due to evolution rules.
5) The infeasibility of a P system due to more than one disso-
lution rules in one set ( ).
6) The redundancy of evolution rules in the set . The redun-
dant rules refer to the ones in the set that are not used
through the computation of the P system.
7) A halting P system due to evolution rules.
It is worth pointing out that the further explanations for 2)–7)
will be described in Section III-D.
Based on the above analysis, we define the evaluation func-
tion as follows:
(3)
where
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
where
— is the object error function; is the function of the
simulation step of a candidate P system in the P-Lingua
software and is designed according to the computational
task; and are the actual number and the expected
number of the th ( ) output objects, re-
spectively; ; is the number of distinct
letters involved in the output objects;
— is the penalty item of the infeasible membrane structure;
is the function of the membrane structure ; is a
penalty factor; , where “0” and “1” mean that
the membrane structure of a candidate P system is feasible
and infeasible, respectively;
— is the penalty item of the redundant objects in the initial
multiset vector ; is the function of the initial
multiset vector ; is a penalty factor; is the number
of the redundant objects in the initial multiset vector ;
— is the penalty item of a non-deterministic P system;
is a function of the set ; is a penalty factor;
, where “0” and “1” mean that there is not
any non-deterministic evolution rule and there is at least
one pair of non-deterministic evolution rules in the set ,
respectively;
— is the penalty item of the dissolution rules; is a
function of the set ; is a penalty factor; ,
where “0” and “1” mean that there is less than and at least
two dissolution rules in one set ( ),
respectively;
— is the penalty item of the redundant rules; is a
function of the set ; is a penalty factor; is the
number of the redundant rules in the set ;
— is the penalty item of the halting P system; is a
function of the set ; is a penalty factor; ,
where “0” and “1” mean that the candidate P system is a
non-halting and halting one, respectively.
In (5)–(10), the introduction of the penalty factors , , , and
is to reject the unexpected candidate P systems and therefore
the five factors can be assigned as a larger value as possible, e.g.,
; while the use of the two factors
Fig. 3. One point crossover.
Fig. 4. Uniform mutation.
and is to remove those candidate P systems having redundant
objects or evolution rules as possible as we could and accord-
ingly they can be prescribed as smaller values. The setting of
the two factors and will be discussed in Section IV-A.
C. Evolution of P Systems
In this study, we apply the genetic algorithm with the per-
mutation encoding technique (GAPE) in JGAP [17] to evolve a
family of P systems toward a successful one. GAPE uses the
elitist selection strategy, where twenty percent of individuals
with the best fitness values are selected to pass to the next gen-
eration, being free of the crossover and mutation operators. In
GAPE, one-point crossover and uniform mutation are used. We
use the representation of P systems in Section III-A5 to illus-
trate the crossover operation, as shown in Fig. 3, where a single
crossover point except for separator symbols on both parents’
chromosome strings is selected and all codes beyond that point
in either chromosome string is swapped between the two parent
chromosomes, and the mutation operation, shown in Fig. 4,
where the value of the chosen gene (except for separator sym-
bols) with a uniform random value selected through the string of
a P system is replaced by any code in . The resulting chromo-
somes are the children. The crossover and mutation operations
are performed by the probabilities and , respectively.
It is worth noting that the evolutionary operators might
produce the P systems violating the constraints in (5)–(10)
including infeasible membrane structures , more than one
dissolution rules in one set ( ), the
redundancy of objects in the initial multiset vector , the re-
dundancy of evolution rules in the set , the non-deterministic
evolution rule pairs and the halting P system due to evolution
rules.
D. Algorithmic Elaboration
This subsection summarizes the design method PPGA as
shown in Fig. 5, where each step is described as follows:
1) This step consists of two processes: the setting of initial
parameter values and the generation of initial population.
The former process is used to set initial values for ,
, , , , , population size
, and , , , , , , , the maximal number
of evolutionary generations as the termination
condition of GAPE and the maximal number of
Fig. 5. Pseudocode algorithm of PPGA.
simulation steps for a P system in the P-Lingua software.
The latter process produces a population with individ-
uals, each of which corresponds to a candidate P system,
according to the representation described in Section III-A.
2) Each individual is evaluated by using Algorithm 1 and
thus, obtains its fitness. In Algorithm 1, the values of the
variables, , , , , and , depend on
the following constraint recognition techniques:
a) Infeasible P systems due to infeasible membrane
structures: a P system is an infeasible one if it sat-
isfies one of the three conditions: (i) the parent
membrane of any one membrane is itself; (ii) the
system has not the skin membrane; (iii) two or more
membranes form a parent membrane loop, for ex-
ample, membrane 1 is the parent of membrane 2,
membrane 2 is the parent of membrane 3, and mem-
brane 3 is the parent of membrane 1;
b) Redundant objects: the objects in do not appear in
the left hand side of all evolution rules in .
c) Non-deterministic P systems have two cases: i) two or
more evolution rules in ( ) have
the identical left hand side ; ii) two or more evolution
rules in ( ) can be applied within
one transition, that is, the left hand side objects of two
or more evolution rules in ( )
can be provided in the current configuration.
d) Infeasible P systems due to dissolution rules: a P
system is an infeasible one if there are two or more
dissolution rules in ( ) ac-
cording to the codes describing the rule types.
e) Redundant evolution rules: an evolution rule is redun-
dant in two cases: i) if the evolution rule in which all
the objects in the left hand side do not appear both in
the initial multiset and in the right hand side of any
one rule in the membrane; ii) if the evolution rule in
which the objects in the left hand side are identical
with those in the right hand side, and they are neither
the expected ones nor appear in the left hand side of
any rule in the membrane.
f) Halting P systems: if there is not any iterative
loop consisting of one or more evolution rules,
the system is a halting one. An iterative loop
may be one of the following cases: i) One evo-
lution rule forms an iterative loop, that is, if one
evolution rule has the
feature , the rule forms
an iterative loop; ii) Several evolution rules
form an iterative loop. If evolution rules,
, ,
, , have
the features, ,
,
, the rules form an iterative
loop.
3) The best solution and its corresponding P system are
stored.
4) The elitist selection strategy described in Section III-C is
considered.
5) The one-point crossover operator is used and depicted in
Section III-C.
6) The uniform mutation operator is employed and illustrated
in Section III-C.
Algorithm 1 Evaluation method
Input: A candidate P system
1:
2: Compute , , , , ,
3: if ( ) then
4:
5: else
6:
7: while do
8: Evolve the P system for one step
9:
10:
11: end while
12: if ( ) then
13:
14: end if
15: if ( ) then
16:
17: end if
18: end if
19: Output: Fitness
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the parameter setting of PPGA is first dis-
cussed; then an example is used to show the PPGA feasibility;
finally PPGA is applied to design the minimal P system with re-
spect to their membrane structures, alphabet, initial objects and
evolution rules for fulfilling a given computing task. All the fol-
lowing experiments are implemented on the platform Java and
Fig. 6. Experimental results of .
on a HP work station with Intel Xeon 2.93 GHz processor, 12
GB RAM and Windows 7 OS.
A. Parameter Setting
As described in Section III, six parameters, mutation prob-
ability , crossover probability , population size ,
the maximal number of evolutionary generations,
two penalty factors and , in PPGA need to be discussed.
In what follows, we consider the P system as a design
example to discuss the parameter setting of PPGA to obtain
some guidelines.
where , namely, ; , ;
; ,
; , and , ( , 1, 2, 3). In
the following experiments, the maximal number of
simulation steps for a candidate P system in P-Lingua assigned
is 20; for each parameter value, we perform 100 independent
tests, that is, the experimental results are statistical mean values
over 100 independent tests.
First of all, we investigate the effect of on the PPGA per-
formance. In the experiment, increases from 0 to 1 with the
interval 0.05; , , , and are set to 0.8, 20, 600,
1 and 1, respectively. When we use PPGA to design the system
, we record the successful rate (SR) and average generation
(AG) for each value. SR refers to the ratio of the number
of successful computations to 100 independent tests. AG is the
average of the evolutionary generations over 100 independent
tests when the algorithm stops for each case. Experimental re-
sults are shown in Fig. 6 and indicate that PPGA obtains the
highest SR and smallest AG when .
Secondly, we discuss the setting of . In the experiment, let
vary from 0 to 1 with the interval 0.05. The rest parame-
ters, , , , and are set to 0.1, 20, 600, 1 and
1, respectively. Similarly, we record SR and AG for each
value. Fig. 7 shows the experimental results and exhibits that
the change does not affect SR, while AG reaches a lower
value when increases from 0.6 to 1.
Fig. 7. Experimental results of .
Fig. 8. Experimental results of .
Thirdly, the investigation of is involved. In the experi-
ment, the population size goes up from 5 to 100 with an
interval 5; other parameters, , , , and are set
to 0.1, 0.8, 600, 1 and 1, respectively. SR and the total number
of function evaluations (NoFE) are used to evaluate the algo-
rithm performance. NoFE refers to the total number of the fit-
ness function evaluations for candidate P systems in 100 inde-
pendent runs. Experimental results are given in Fig. 8. It can be
seen from this figure that could be assigned as 20.
Next, we describe the discussion of . In the experi-
ment, the value of grows from 50 to 800 at a rate 50;
the parameters, , , , and are set to 0.1, 0.8, 20, 1
and 1, respectively. The changes of SR and AG with
are illustrated in Fig. 9. The results demonstrate that it is enough
for PPGA to set to 200 to obtain .
Subsequently, the effect of on the PPGA performance is
investigated. In the experiment, has twenty choices: 0, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and
100; , , , and are set to 0.1, 0.8, 20, 200
and 1, respectively. The changes of SR, AG and the number
of successful P system variants (NoPS) against are provided
in Fig. 10. The experimental results reveal that PPGA achieves
Fig. 9. Experimental results of .
Fig. 10. Experimental results of .
the best performance with respect to SR, AG and NoPS when
.
Finally, we discuss the guideline for setting . In the experi-
ment, the value is sequentially chosen from the range [0, 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100]; ,
, , and are assigned as 0.1, 0.8, 20, 200 and
1, respectively. Experimental results are shown in Fig. 11 and
disclose that the best values of SR, AG and NoPS are gained at
.
B. Design Examples
In this subsection, the design of the cell-like P system ,
which is described in Section IV-A, for fulfilling the compu-
tation is discussed to test the feasibility and effectiveness
of PPGA. The parameters, , , , , and
are set to 0.1, 0.8, 20, 200, 1 and 1, respectively. We perform
5000 independent runs of the design experiment and obtain the
successful rate 100%. The introduced design approach obtains
2930 different variants of cell-like P systems for success-
fully fulfilling the computation of . Due to page limit, Table I
lists only five successful P systems. The complete list of the
1936 successful P systems can refer to http://www.nicsg.net/
370
Fig. 11. Experimental results of .
TABLE I
SUCCESSFUL P SYSTEMS
portal.php?mod=view&aid=165, where , and are the
membrane structure, the vector of initial multisets and the set
of evolution rules in a successful P system, respectively. Due to
the randomness of the selection of membrane structure, objects
and rules, we can obtain multiple solutions for the same com-
putational task on the identical condition to provide multiple
possibilities to construct different complex membrane systems.
C. Minimal P System Design
In this subsection, we try to use PPGA to find the minimal P
system for fulfilling the given computational task . Here the
minimal P system refers to the one with the simplest membrane
structure, the smallest number of objects in , the smallest
number of initial objects, the smallest numbers of evolution
rules and the smallest number of objects present in their left
and right hand sides of its rules.
TABLE II
SUCCESSFUL MINIMAL P SYSTEMS
We start with the simplest case: one membrane, two objects
in , one initial object, one evolution rule with one left hand
object and two right hand objects. In the experiment, we set the
values of the parameters, , , , , and to
0.1, 0.8, 20, 200, 1 and 1, respectively. Totally 5000 independent
tests are performed. Unfortunately no successful P system can
be obtained. Next, we adjust the initial setting of the P system
as follows: one membrane, two objects in , one initial object,
two evolution rules, each of which has one left hand object and
two right hand objects. 5000 independent tests are repeated in an
attempt to obtain a successful P system, but we get nothing. So
we go further to change the initial configuration: one membrane,
three objects in , one initial object, two evolution rules, each
of which has one left hand object and three right hand objects.
Thus, we achieve two successful P systems, which are listed in
Table II.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study discusses the automatic design of a deterministic
and non-halting P system by tuning membrane structures, ini-
tial objects and evolution rules. In this design, a permutation
encoding technique is introduced to represent a P system in-
cluding its hierarchical membrane structure, initial objects and
evolution rules; a penalty function for evaluating a candidate
P system is presented through considering the feasibility of a
P system due to its membrane structure and dissolution rules,
the redundancy of objects and evolution rules, non-determinism
and halting characteristic; a GA is used to guide a family of
P systems toward a successful one. In addition, this study con-
siders the rewriting-communication rule in the design, the pa-
rameter setting of PPGA and the design of theminimal P system.
A large number of experiments verify the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of the proposed method. This work is the foundation of
our future design of general polynomial and more complicated
P systems.
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